
Teach (Yourself) Piano: Wide Range of Method Books Published on OKTAV

From Beginner to Advanced Styles: OKTAV is the first digital service to add Learning
Books for Every Pianist’s Needs On Subscription

( Austria, 11/10/2021) - Piano beginners and people of all ages who want to further their
skills on their instrument need to look no further than to digital sheet music platform OKTAV:
OKTAV (www.oktav.com) has now made a large selection of piano method books available
to its subscribers. “We often get asked ‘can I teach myself how to play the piano’, and the
answer is yes, now you can”, says David Kitzmüller, Co-Founder and CEO of OKTAV, “each
book in our learning collection is a tried and tested teaching tool from a trustworthy
publishing company or a world-renowned piano teacher and author.”

One-Stop-Shop for Piano Players

Whether users work through the extensive selection of method books with an instructor or by
themselves, they will find something for every skill level and taste, explains Kitzmüller:
“OKTAV is designed as a true one-stop-shop for piano sheet music, so adding books for
methodically learning to play the piano from beginner level to virtuoso to our collection of
20,000+ songs and pieces of every genre is a logical step. Of course, there are no extra
costs. Our subscribers can just browse all the books and settle for the method book they
prefer.”

While several of the books cater to general requirements of people learning the piano or
practicing sight-reading, many others concentrate on perfecting specific styles, like Salsa,
Latin, Jazz or Blues riffs, Rhythm or Groove training, and a third section gives pianists’
fingers a good workout on their instrument.

With over 100,000 customers and more than 20,000 pieces of sheet music, OKTAV is one of
the fastest-growing digital music platforms in the world.
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